A GEO-WALK ORGANISED BY
THE SURREY RIGS

THE GEOLOGY, LANDSCAPE
& HISTORY OF BOX HILL
THURSDAY, 25th MARCH

A 4.5 mile ascent of Box Hill
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Walk beside the River Mole

THE BOX HILL GEO-WALK
Second World War tank defences on the bank of
the Mole.
Second World War Pill Box.
View of a small Folkestone Sand quarry
There are 18 million years between the top of the
chalk here and the Clay-with-Flints above. This bed

View across the Weald.

provides soil for broad leaf trees.

Looking along the Vale of Holmesdale.
The Fort, built in the 1890s and used by
Canadian soldiers in WW2
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(145 - 65 million years ago)

Depositional
Environment

Epoch

K6

K4

K4
Upper Greensand

K4

Offshore equivalent
165
Warm water at 50m - 300m
depth
Nearshore equivalent

90

K3
Lower Greensand

Tidally influenced shoreline
deposit

125

K2

K2
Wealden Group
K1
Purbeck Group

Braided rivers and lagoonal
mudflats
Lakes, lagoons and mudflats

K1

193

Weald Clay

K3

Hastings

72
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Purbeck

K4
Gault Formation

Nearshore equivalent
Tidally influenced shoreline
deposit
Offshore eqivalent
Deeper water offshore

LONDON

K5
Grey Chalk

Thickness

ENGLISH CHANNEL

K5

K6
White Chalk

TERTIARY
LONDON BASIN

TERTIARY
HAMPSHIRE
BASIN

Cretaceous environments of the Weald

10 miles

2

Tertiary

Chalk
Upper Greensand
Gault
Lower Greensand

Creta is latin for chalk
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Subformation

Chalk

Leave the car park. Cross the bridge in the Dorking direction.
Look down at the river and its bank. Then go through the gate (just before the
Underpass) to the left into Burford Meadow.
1. The river Mole
In which direction does the river flow?
Which bank collects alluvium and which appears damaged?
In which direction are we walking?
2. Grassy meadow
Why is it flat here
3. Houses to the right (Burford Lodge)
Do the houses flood
4. Steep cliff ahead covered in trees(green even in winter with some
white/grey patches
How do the trees hang on to the cliff?
What sort of trees?
What are the white patches (hence the name (The Whites)

Boxhill Rd

North

Grey

CHALK
GROUP

Reading the landscape: Collect evidence about the geology

Lower Greensand Formation

Sandpit

South

A 25

Railway

Pilgrim’s
Way

Hearthstone
Mine

Geological Section

Follow the path to the tree on the right. Look around –
5. How dry is this popular path?
6. Is the field really flat?
7. Is the ground round the tree wet or dry?
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Turn right and walk towards the clump of trees near the
house. Stay on the edge and observe it.
1. There is a depression in the middle
2. Some trees have fallen over
3. Trees are growing out of the hole
4. The depression is nearly circular
This is a former swallow hole (solution hole) and a sign that there is chalk
below the surface of the meadow.
Chalk has joints in it. There is a weakness where two joints meet.
Acid water (from rain or humus) dissolves the chalk leaving a gap
which falls in.
A circular depression results with perpendicular joints,
elliptical if they meet at an angle.
Small swallow holes are more easily blocked with detritus.
New swallow holes develop whilst old ones no longer function.
Now we can explain why the path is dry. Chalk is permeable (lets water
through) so the field is well drained.
There is alluvium covering the chalk.
3

There are other swallow holes in the field. They trace the course of the river
as it has migrated eastwards and cut the river cliff. They can be recognised
by trees and bushes round a central depression. There are still likely to be
swallow holes in the bed of the river.
Swallow holes were in the way when the A24 was built (1936). They were
capped with concrete domes (up to 18m diameter). By the 1960’s the alluvium
in the largest swallow had subsided 1.5m under the dome.
Flow in the river decreases, when the water table is very low, as some water
drops through swallow holes to flow at a lower level. The two flows meet
downstream.
Alluvium in the riverbed keeps the main flow out of the chalk.
The white patches on the cliff are chalk. The trees are mainly yew and box.
You might see some old man’s beard, a chalk lover.
Retrace your steps to the tree. Explain why it might mark a swallow hole.
Circular, damp, has tree growing in it – but there is no depression.
Follow the path looking out for other swallow holes. Swallow holes indicate a
weakness in the chalk so keep out of them.
When you reach the metal posts look right towards the road. The step
upwards might be geological or material left over when the road was built.
Assuming it is natural this is a former river bank of the Mole.
There is a shallow depression in the grass to the right. Look at the centre to
confirm that it is not grass. It seems likely that it fills with water at time of flood
by infiltration from the surrounds. If we extend the idea it seems that the chalk
below acts as a giant sponge when the water level rises. If isolated swallow
holes are below water level even more water can be accommodated.
Also the field is lumpy because there has been subsidence.
Now look carefully at the opposite river bank as you walk. Stop where the
bank levels out. Keep clear of the edge.
1. Where is the river flowing fastest and where slowest?
2. What is happens where there are gaps in the trees near the water?
3. Is the water shallow or deep on the bank nearest you?
Water travels most quickly on the outside of a bend, which is scoured away
causing small landslips. Sediment is dropped by the slow water at the inside
bank. Sediment is also carried downstream.
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8. The Hythe beds, also Lower Greensand, next in line are capped by
chert (e.g. Leith Hill).
9. The Wealden Group (oldest) is mainly clay and is low lying in the
Middle of the Weald..
10. We have seen that Clay-with-Flints varies with position and is a
mixture of young and old flints. It is the result of periglacial activity.
Although the ice cap only reached north of the Thames the ground
here was frozen to a great depth. Clay-with-flints is a mishmash of
eroded layers previously above it (the Thanet and Reading Beds) and
Chalk. It took a long time to form. It fits like an untidy wig over the top
of Box Hill.
Go to the NT shop and walk past the kiosk to the fort.
‘Fort’ is a misnomer. It was one of a number of mobilisation centres proposed
as a defensive line against invasion along the North Downs. It was built in
the 1890’s. The wardens' cottages were where the restaurant is now. Their
tool store occupied the old part of of the NT shop. The fort was never used in
anger and became obsolete in the early 1900’s when larger guns were
developed. Canadian troops used it during WWII. It is now a bat sanctuary.
Walk down the track over more Clay-with-flints and keep to the high path.
Soon you will be able to see a panoramic view of Denbies Vineyard (the
largest in England) on the other side of the Mole Gap. About half the vineyard
occupies the chalk slope. The rest is on a wind blown silt called ‘Brick Earth’
(which is still collecting judging by my car recently) and on river terrace
gravels. This variety allows a variety of grape and enables Denbies to sell
wine for all occasions.
The last stop is down the hill and down a few steps in the grassy bank. Cross
the flint covered track (the military road) and down the next flight of steps to
the corner. Look to the right and you will see two valleys joining at the bend
in the Zigzag Road.
1. These valleys are V-shaped so are water worn.
2. There is no sign of water now. We have evidence of periglacial
activity here. The ground was frozen to great depth so summer melt
water could not percolate down through the chalk as it does normally.
Also it carried sediment with it which was not trapped at the surface.
Erosion occurred leaving these two steep dry valleys.
3. After the Ice Age water was again able to percolate through the
permeable chalk to the water table below.
4. Clay-with-flints lies above the trees.
5. The boundary between Upper Chalk and Middle Chalk lies at about
the bend in the Zigzag Road below.
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The path rises again. Keep an eye on fallen trees and fallen leaves. In
particular look for oak leaves.
1. Oak trees thrive on the deeper, rich soils of Clay-with-flint.
2. Clay and both rounded and sharp flints occur at fallen trees.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Is the river rising out of the land or dropping down into the land?
Is the bank by the road younger or older than the meadow?
Has the river cliff become shallower or steeper over time?
Was the river cliff higher or lower in the past?

Lunch. When the steps and sign come into view:
Either keep straight on to the NT area with a shop and toilets.
Or those going to Smith and Western cut up right along a side path
by an oak tree. The pub car park is straight ahead.

The river Mole has been cutting its way down to deepen the Mole Gap. The
Burford meadow to the west widens. It is covered with alluvium (sediment
transported and deposited by running fresh water) over the chalk.
The bank near the road is older than the exposed surface of the meadow.

Clay-with-flints is exposed in the sides of steps cut into the banks of a small
gully. If a ball is sliced it grates. The particles must be harder than steel.
They are transparent so likely to be silica (sand). This sample does not fizz
with acid so does not contain chalk.

Burford lodge, the house to right is built on a gravel river terrace (the low
terrace). This is much more stable than building on the chalk.
Now there is a bund to protect Burford Lodge from flooding.

After lunch
Continue along the NDW but when it goes down steps continue straight on to
seat. The immediate view south and west shows the Vale of Holmesdale,
named after the,evergreen, holme oak which grew in it. The railway from
Gomshall to Reigate goes along the Vale. This is a rich agricultural region.
The Gault Clay is heavy and the Upper Greensand much lighter.
Now retrace your steps to the view point for a general summary.
1. The South Downs lie 26 miles south. The Folkestone Sand hill lies
the other side of the Vale of Holmesdale and behind the profile shows
other hills.
2. Geological Section (see diagram)
We will take a section through the chalk quarry.
The Greensand mine tunnels into hill at an angle and, inside, the
galleries follow the seam of Hearthstone.
There is a dip of 10º to the north.
Above and below the strata follow the same dip.
3. It turns out that the South Downs also dip but this time to the south.
Also the sequence of strata is similar.
4. The layers of chalk etc were domed upwards into an antiform when
the Alps formed as Africa pushed into Europe.
5. When land is bent like this it tends to crack, particularly where the
angle is greatest. This makes it susceptible to weathering. Gradually
the North Downs and the South Downs separated to their present
positions. Surfaces which were more easily eroded wore down more
quickly than less resistant layers. This process is still continuing.
6. Using this information we see that Upper Greensand and Gault Clay
erode more easily than Chalk.
7. Folkestone Sand, part of the Lower Greensand Formation, varies.
The hills are capped with carstone (a hard ferruginous sandstone) but
the sand pit surrounds are not protected so are lower.
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Continue walking along the path. Soon the bank opposite is brown and stones
seem to be falling out of it. The chalk cliff no longer reaches the water. The
bank could be alluvium, or a gravel river terrace. The stones suggest the latter.
According to theBGS map this is the low river terrace.
At the gate out of Burford meadow turn round to admire the white cliff again.
Cross the bridge and continue along the NDW. At one spot the path is very
muddy in winter. There is likely to be clay underfoot.
Climb 49 steps in the first flight. Note the box trees and yew trees. The path
levels out slightly. Ignore the right turn at the bottom of the next flight. Note
how high the path is now.
Climb 70 steps to the next level. Keep right at the yew tree in the middle of the
path. Turn right into riverside walk at the bottom of the next flight of steps.
The path winds through box trees and then levels out. You are walking on
chalk. There is a line of much larger trees just below the path with a change of
vegetation. There is a steep climb up when the fence ahead is in sight.
Go through the gate into the field. Galloway cattle graze here as part of the
grassland management.
Look south at the fallen tree (almost directly below the viewpoint).
5. There are two grassy fields and then the river
6. There is a line of concrete posts along the north bank of the river
which are 12 anti-tank cylinders (WW2). S0009431
7. Vegetation hides other defences:
Tall concrete cylinders near the river bend probably made a barrier
across the river
A pillbox
As you walk look at animal burrows which give a clue to the underlying rocks.
? flint and chalk
Go through the gate and turn right down the rough track (winter road). Note
5

what is underfoot. Turn left up the metalled road towards the house(Boxhurst).
Go right up a path between the hedge and a wire fence.
Note the Old man’s beard growing to the left. That is a sure sign we are
walking on chalk. The BGS map indicates that there is chalk above the pylons
in the field to the right and Upper Greensand in the field below the pylons.
The path is narrow at first but then levels out and widens after the sharp, RH,
bend. Go through the gate into an area is called the Dukes. There is an
unimproved meadow to your left but with a certain amount of scrub. The NT
are gradually clearing the scrub and aim to prevent it from recovering by
grazing. The Galloway cows seem to have been here so watch where you put
your feet!
Parts of the bank to the left are exposed.
1. Describe the chalk:
The chalk looks quite rubbly in the first small exposure.
There are one or two flints but not actually in the bank. The path
is made partly of flint but these seem to have been imported.
2. Pick up a piece of chalk and try to scratch it with your fingernail.
There is a line along the surface. Chalk is a soft rock.
About 50 yards on the outcrop is quite fawn.
3. Look carefully.
one or two pieces of flint are well embedded in the bank. The
flint is broken with sharp edges. This has come from higher up.
4. From here look south at the small, tree covered hill east of Dorking.
It is made of Folkestone sand, which is too poor for farming.
Continue past the scrub noticing the Old Man’s beard in the bank. Go past the
small gate and the tree held up with blue rope.
1. At the next small exposure look at the depth of topsoil.
It is about the length of a pencil although it is deeper where scrub has
been removed.
Chalk top soil is always thinner than other top soils.
Within sight of the stile a badger colony has been busy digging. The piles of
chalk give a good idea of the chalk underlying the field.
Cross the stile and immediately look down the gap in the hedge at the WWII
Pillbox (type FW3/22 number S0009435).
Note the yew trees above the path. Box does not seem to grow here.
At the first seat look south to Brockham. The river Mole does a dogleg turning
south and then east (before the church). On this side of the river Brockham is
underlain mainly by Taele gravel (a solifluction or frozen gravel). This is a
sign of an ice age - more of that later.
Brockham also has a successful oil well supplying over 100 barrels of oil a day.
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.Continue along the path looking at about 1 o’clock
There is a large sandpit.
This is Folkestone Sand again. The ground here is much lower than
east of Dorking.
The railway line and the A25 run along between us and the sandpit.
Take another view of the southerly aspect at the second seat
The sandpit was the most southerly part of industrial Brockham in the 19th
and early 20th century. There was a brickworks just north of the railway
with a clay pit. Then a Hearthstone mine was dug into the hillside and
finally a chalk quarry with lime kilns is just to the north. All four were
connected by a branched railway with a junction to the main line.
These industries rely on the geology.
Sand occurs on the beach where water movement is sufficient to remove
less dense sediments. Chalk forms in a shallow sea where sediment input
from rivers is very low. This could be because the climate is hot and very
dry so there are no rivers. The Chalk is above the Folkestone Sand in the
succession so is younger.
Here there are two deposition changes between the chalk and the sand.
First there was a marine transgression which pushed the shoreline back.
Gault Clay was laid down in a shallow sea in quieter deeper waters. Later
sea level fell again and Upper Greensand deposited in shallow, current
swept conditions. The boundary between the Chalk and Upper Greensand
lies just below the so-called Pilgrim’s Way.
The railway runs through Gault Clay.
Lumps or powdered Hearthstone were used to whiten hearths.
A few yards further on join the NDW. The chalk quarry is below the steps to
the right.
Look at the bank ahead.
1. The land above the bank is less steep than below.
2. The trees are more spread out and they are taller.
3. Chalk appears at the bottom of the bank but it is topped by a light
brown layer.
The boundary between the two layers is diffuse.
The brown layer contains flints
The soil can be moulded so is clay.
Further investigation with acid shows that part of it fizzes so there
is a chalk content.
Separate pieces of a white substance show up under a microscope
confirming the presence of chalk. Where does it come from?
This layer is known as Clay-with-flint.
Turn left and follow the path up a rise. Keep an eye on fallen trees to see what
they reveal. Also look to see if there is Old Man’s Beard growing higher up.
The path rises again. Keep an eye on fallen trees and fallen leaves. In
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